SWSConnect
The web-based weather derivative pricer

SWSConnect
 SWSConnect is a web-delivered weather derivatives

pricing tool built on the same core SWS components
that have been tried and tested in the field since 2002.
SWS is the preeminent enterprise weather derivative risk management system offering pricing, weather
data management, portfolio management and back
office features

Speedwell Weather
System

 SWSConnect combines Speedwell products from

all its business areas into one easy to use package:
- Weather derivative pricing tools
- Cleaned historical data and Speedwell Recalibrated weather data
- Forecasts
- CME Market information
 SWSConnect is easy to use while meeting the

needs of pricing exchange-listed and standard OTC
weather derivative contracts

SWSConnect

Data Products

Forecast Products

Incorporates:

Fully downscaled-probabilistic forecasts

SWSConnect

World wide weather data and ..
Speedwell Recalibrated Data Sets

SWSConnect Premium+

Pricing Tool Features

Standard Contract Periods:

Derivative Type - Call, Collar, Put,
Straddle, Strangle, Swap
CME Sites and 1000’s of global
locations, most variables
Price CME, standard contracts
and more exotic OTC structures
(includes CME Australian
contracts)
- absolute extremes
- HDD / CDD
- critical events
- cumulative

Cleaned data or Recalibrated

Select forecast source + how to
incorporate the forecast

Popular pre-defined
models - used for quick
configuration

Apply different detrending
methods either on underlying
data (important for critical day
structures) or on final index, or
both
Screen analysis for El Nino or La
Nina years

Modelling Options:
Choice of
multiple
distributions
and tool to
test which is
most
appropriate
(normal, log
normal,
gamma,
kernel, kernel truncated at 0,
weibull, inv. gauss, generalised
beta, extreme, histogram,
logistic, laplace,...)

Pricing of in-period
contracts:
SWSConnect automatically
values a weather contract
by automatically
combining:
 Available weather data
that has already accrued
 User-specified period of
the forecast
 Historical data which
can be detrended where
required and to which a
distribution can be
fitted.

Ability to override Mean and Vol

SWSConnect Premium+ Results Display

Modeled Results (based
upon the distribution
selected in the pricing
features)

Burn Analysis (based upon
historical observations)
- breakdown by # years
- average
- volatility
- detrended vs. non-detrended

Greeks - Showing the
sensitivities Delta, Gamma,
Vega, Theta and Rho

Accrued index - useful during
the risk period, quickly
summarizes period-to-date

Probability of Loss statistics
# of years of loss / total years

VaR analysis
- expiration VaR at 3 levels
using the chosen
distribution
- expiration VaR at 3 levels
using the actual detrended

Historical Index Values - This graph shows the
historic values of the index on which the chosen
weather derivative is based. This is shown on both a
detrended and non-detrended basis. Right click to
export.
Historical Profits - This graph shows the payout the
structure would have generated for each historic
year. This is done both on a non-detrended and
detrended basis. Right click to export.

Payoff Function

Historical Value Table
- index values (detrended and non-detrended)
- exportable to Excel
- profit using non-detrended index

SWSConnect Premium+ Additional Tools

The “CME Futures Value Board” is the web version
of the most popular feature of SWS for secondary
market traders. It allows at-a-glance consensus
pricing using four different models for all CME
weather futures to give an instant feel for value.
Double click on a contract to open in SWSConnect

Latest closing prices for futures & options
contracts as quoted on the CME
Double click on a contract to open in
SWSConnect

Additional Tools:

Distribution Fitting

Trend Analysis

Cone Chart

Speedwell Weather System, SWS
For more information on the full, client-installed
enterprise version, SWS please contact us.






SWS Enterprise is a full client-server
application offering portfolio risk management
and back office tools including regulatory
reporting and with full user permissioning.
SWS is an open system supporting multiple
data and forecast providers.
SWS database and components can be called
from other systems
SWS can also be remotely hosted by us for
our users.

About Speedwell Weather Limited
Speedwell Weather provides quality weather data, weather forecasts, software, and weather-risk
consultancy. With offices in the UK and the USA we serve clients in sectors including weather-risk, energy
and agriculture world-wide. We are the dominant provider of settlement data for parametric weather risk
contracts.

Contacts
For more information about Commodity Product or other data and forecast services please see
www.SpeedwellWeather.com or contact:
info@SpeedwellWeather.com

Telephone:
Europe:
USA:

+44 (0) 1582 465 551
+1 843 737 4843

Address UK:
Address USA:

Mardall House, Vaughan Rd, Harpenden, Herts, AL5 4HU
418 King Street, Charleston, SC 29403

